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You survived. Productivity stabilized.
Now it’s time to thrive.
With many parts of the world slowly opening and brighter days ahead,
we should take a moment to congratulate and thank IT for keeping
businesses viable and resilient. It’s remarkable how quickly you deployed
to keep people productive and connected—and the momentum opens
up exciting opportunities as we build on the progress. So let’s celebrate
how far we’ve come and think about how IT can take us even further.

Read on to see how Unified Communications can
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36.2
MILLION

Americans will work remotely,
up 87% from pre-pandemic levels.5
- Upwork

78%

of CEOs say remote
collaboration is here
for the long term.6
- PWC CEO Panel Survey

82% of respondents intend
to allow remote working some
of the time as employees
return to the workplace.2
- Gartner, Inc.

Remote work helped prevent
layoffs in 66% of companies.7
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44% of companies expect
remote work to increase profits.7

3

From
NICE-TO-HAVE
to
CAN’T-WORK-WITHOUT

OVERNIGHT

O

n a typical day in early 2020, how many of your colleagues relied on tools like
Microsoft Teams and Zoom to communicate? How many of your customers used
chat to interact with your reps? How many employees worked from home?
Chances are, a lot fewer than today.
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The reason for the surge, of course, is the
dramatic rise in remote work due to the
pandemic. IT teams had to move fast in 2020
to implement video conferencing and calling,
instant messaging and chat, presence and
real-time collaboration tools. And it looks like
we’ll continue to rely on these platforms going
forward: 71% of companies are still working
remotely2 and 80% plan to allow remote or
hybrid work permanently.3 That’s about
25%-30% of the total workforce by the
By mid-2020, 81% of

end of 2021.4

respondents to a Pew

It’s not surprising that tech companies

Research Center Study3 of

like Twitter, Spotify, Salesforce and Zillow were

working adults said they used

quick to announce long-term remote options.

video conferencing services like
Zoom or Webex some of the time
and 57% used IM platforms like

But we’re also seeing enterprises in other
industries—like the pharmaceutical company
Novartis, insurance giant Nationwide and
German manufacturing company Siemens—

Slack or Google Chat some of

adopting permanent remote and hybrid

the time. And not just enterprise

models.

organizations: a Ribbon

Clearly the technology is working or all

Communications survey shows a

these companies wouldn’t make the policies

103% increase in small companies

permanent. But while the technology has

(1-100 employees) that deployed

allowed us to stay productive in our work-

Microsoft Teams in 2020.

from-anywhere reality, it’s also created

1

headaches for IT teams and angst for leaders
who worry innovation and culture will suffer in
a digital world. But they don’t have to.
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Computing for the Greater Good
At the 1968 computer conference
“The Mother of All Demos,” Douglas
Engelbart rocked the tech world with a

You survived.
Productivity stabilized.
Now it’s time to

thrive.

demonstration that continues to shape
the way we use technology. With live
video and a projector, he showcased
prototypes of modern computing like
networked systems, graphical user
interfaces and virtual conferencing tools.
And then he and a partner 30 miles away
edited a document together in real time,
foreshadowing Google Docs 38 years
before it existed.
Even more striking: Englebart was driven

W

ith many parts of the world
slowly reopening and brighter
days ahead, we should take

to make the world a better place. He knew
it would take collective human intelligence
to solve big global problems. And so he
invented the way we use computing for
communication, collaboration and the

a moment to congratulate and thank IT for

collective good.

keeping businesses viable and resilient. It’s

Imagine how pleased he’d be that rival

remarkable how quickly you deployed to keep

academic institutions and pharmaceutical

people productive and connected—and the
momentum opens up exciting opportunities

companies rose above their competitive
secretiveness, pooling data and resources
to produce COVID vaccines. Exactly

as we build on the progress. So let’s celebrate

the kind of united purpose Engelbart

how far we’ve come and think about how IT

envisioned, made possible by Unified

can take us even further by strengthening
important aspects of our hybrid workplaces.
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EMPLOYEE AND CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES

WRANGLE YOUR

CHANNELS

A

s you read this, you’re probably juggling several applications and channels. Switching
between browsers and platforms. Troubleshooting over video and phone. Maybe even
checking voicemail, chat, IM and email. It’s a lot to manage, and you’re an IT expert!

For your people, the complexity can be counterproductive. Digital technology makes it easy to
communicate, but also easy to miscommunicate and miss communications. If that’s the case
in your organization, consider combining all your apps, channels and services into a single
management platform with Unified Communications.
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EMPLOYEE AND CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES

Unified Communications integrates all your

automatic updates and notifications for

tools—like voice and video calls, text and

sales and marketing to inform their loyalty

instant messaging, email, videoconferencing,

programs and nurture streams.

online calendars, collaboration and mobility—
into a consistent interface. It simplifies the
way people work by putting everything they
need in one place. Accessible with one phone
number, one account, one username, one

“

password, one login, from their desk phone,

If a rep is on a video call with a

mobile phone, desktop and laptop. Talk about

customer who has to jump off,

positive employee experience!

they can seamlessly switch the

Let’s say one of your representatives is on
a video call and the customer has to jump

conversation to a cell phone
and follow up with email and text.

off to pick his child up from school. When
your CRM is integrated with your Unified
Communications platform, your rep can
seamlessly switch the conversation to a cell
phone and follow up with email and text. If
a customer has questions after hours, they
can use your chatbots and interactive voice
response to get the information they need,
when they need it.
In a store or office, your employees can
use tablets to look up inventory, check
specifications and compare prices. On a
call or chat, they can personalize service
by referring to previous interactions with
your company. Afterward, they can trigger
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EMPLOYEE AND CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES

Connect with customers on their terms
With Unified Communications, customers can

all the data they need—while speaking on

call the shots about when, where and how

the phone.

they interact with you. They can call, text,

If a customer calls with an urgent issue,

email, chat, browse, watch a video or stop into

your operator can use the integrated

a physical location and get uncompromised

presence tool to find the first available

service. Wherever they connect, your

subject-matter expert, send them a quick

representatives will have seamless access to

IM explaining the issue, transfer the call and

all the information they need—CRM, account

provide immediate assistance.

and product information—to personalize

During a phone conversation, a rep can verify

service across all channels.

a payment, fix a billing error, and mail or

For example, not everyone wants or has the

email a revised statement. Refer to notes

ability to connect online. Some prefer or have

from previous calls and chat a colleague

no choice but to use the phone—sometimes

for details. Look up product information

only a landline. With Unified Communications,

and answer questions. All while providing

you can accommodate all your customers’

personal, human-to-human support:

communication preferences. You can welcome

customer first vs. digital first.

their phone calls and your reps can access

“

Not everyone wants or has the ability to connect online. Some prefer or have no choice
but to use the phone—sometimes only a landline.
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EMPLOYEE AND CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES

Next step for PBX
With so much attention focused on apps and
digital communication, it’s easy to overlook
the importance of voice services for business.

Not ready to part with

But voice isn’t going anywhere anytime soon.

your PBX?

Your business phone may even be more
important now with so many people working
remotely, since you don’t want employees
relying on their personal phones for work
calls—especially customer calls. It’s best for
them to communicate from a business phone

If your PBX is still working well for
you and is only a few years old,
you may be able to save up to
50% by replacing your PRI lines
with SIP Trunks.

for quality, security and privacy.
The problem is, legacy PBX phone systems
can be unreliable, expensive and unable to
meet the needs of hybrid workplaces. With
hardware connectivity, maintenance and
labor, the total cost of ownership adds up.
And with the rise in cyberattacks, equipment
failures and outages, the risks to PBX systems
increases. What would happen if yours
went down?
SIP Trunks are a logical next step for your PBX
connection. You get VoIP features for less than
expensive PRI lines—maximizing the return on
your PBX investment.
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CULTURE OF CREATIVITY, SHARING AND BELONGING

All for one and one for all
Strong relationships hinge on clear

Beyond that, you bridge silos and build

communication. And workplace culture

relationships, give people perspective about

hinges on strong relationships. It can be

each other’s roles and create opportunities

challenging even when your teams are

for shared success.

working on site. In distributed environments,
it’s even more difficult. We tend to sink
into our silos, locked in with our insights,
information and skills, focused on our
individual and department goals.

Presence and instant messaging provide
non-verbal signals that can help replace the
visual cues we would get if we were in person.
Indictors like “do not disturb,” “available” and
even “thumbs up” emojis are attempts to

Unified Communications can help by creating

replace a form of personal expression we’re

paths for collaboration within, across, and

all missing right now. Without leaving your

up and down teams, departments, vendors

single Unified Communications platform, your

and customers. For example, you can

people can share thoughts and emotions

integrate end-user programs like Adobe

across departments. Spark ideas. Build

Creative Cloud, project management

connections. And best of all, strengthen their

applications like Jira and customer

sense of belonging to something bigger than

relationship platforms like Salesforce to

themselves: your company purpose.

extend cross-functional knowledge.
Think about the data-rich communications
you can have between analytics, sales,
marketing and product. When your data
and analytics teams share reports and
insights from your CRM dashboards with your
marketing team, or your product engineers
share designs and specs with your sales

“

Presence and instant messaging
provide non-verbal signals that
can help replace the visual cues
we would get if we were in person.

team, you make more informed decisions.
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CULTURE OF CREATIVITY, SHARING AND BELONGING

Give everyone a voice
The longtime thinking has been that in-person collaboration is necessary for successful
brainstorming. But COVID changed all that. We’ve seen how video meetings and tools take
group creativity and problem solving to a new level by removing physical and emotional walls.
In this way, Unified Communications helps strengthen inclusion and diversity of thought.
For example, virtual collaboration tools like online whiteboards and murals, chat boxes, sticky
notes and screen sharing allow people to communicate in visual, interactive formats, which
unlock different types of thinking and new perspectives. When integrated with text, email, IM,
CRM and project management tools, there are even more paths for knowledge sharing and
problem solving.
And a consistent interface with multiple channels and apps frees people to share ideas in
the way they feel most comfortable—even anonymously. This gives confidence to those
who may feel excluded or are hesitant to speak up, disagree, or present alternative thoughts
and disruptive ideas. By providing safe, comfortable ways to express opinions, Unified
Communications opens the door for the kind of productive conflict that leads to
creative breakthroughs.
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SECURITY AND CONTROL, WITH EMPOWERMENT

Secure rogue apps and endpoints
Across your company, pockets of coworkers
and entire departments are likely taking
it upon themselves to download and
install apps and programs that help them
collaborate and do their work. They might
create cloud-based portals for projects. Set
up communities on social media. Bounce back
and forth between personal and company
accounts—at the risk of exposing your
protected data.
You need to rein that in, and Unified
Communications can help. It gives you control
over the traffic on your network while freeing
your people to work the way they want,
securely, without complexity. On any device—
Windows, Mac, Android or iOS. Even from a
work account on their personal device with
their work number and presence. While you
provision all accounts from a single location,
train people on one suite of apps with a
unified interface and, most important, control
permissions, settings and security.
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TODAY’S SOLUTIONS AND TOMORROW’S POSSIBILITIES

Control what you can,
adapt to what you can’t
As people return to the office and companies experiment with hybrid models, the workplace
will continue to change and technology will need to adapt. A Unified Communications strategy
gives you the flexibility to adjust and add users and applications without adding complexity.
For example, as some people return to work and take meetings from their offices, others will
be at home. Still others will be gathered in a conference room. How will your videoconferencing
accommodate everyone? Will each person in the physical meeting need to log in from their own
device to be in front of a camera?
As time goes on, new tools will come along and others, like Skype for Business, will be phased
out. To stay competitive, you may need to explore new technologies, applications and business
concepts. The platforms will continue to blur: analytics, data, e-commerce, media, social. And
Unified Communications will bring it all together with a privacy-centric, user-centric, customercentric focus.

IT at the forefront
Even before the pandemic, IT’s role was expanding into new
areas of the organization: creativity, thought sharing, sense of
belonging. That accelerated in 2020 along with our collective
digital transformation. The move to remote and hybrid
workplaces has created new challenges and opportunities
for IT to shape experiences, ideas and culture. And Unified
Communications is how we share the collective human
intelligence we need to come out stronger, wherever we are.
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Contact Us
Ready to unify your communications?
Call a Frontier Business Consultant today.
833.586.1041
ENTERPRISE.FRONTIER.COM/
CLOUD-COLLABORATION

Interested in more content like this?
Head over to our blog for the latest insights
on Unified Communications.
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